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The styling of the e-2008 isnt as serene as the manual model but, in all honesty, few electric cars are. Theres a fusion of technology and old-world style that works, in my opinion. A lot of electric cars feel bigger than their gas-powered equivalents. Theres lots of volume taken up by the batteries, and the cars are just
that bit bigger to accommodate them. The Peugeot, however, is a pretty compact car. Its wheelbase is short so theres plenty of room inside. I liked the amount of adjustment I could get with the driving position; the electrically adjustable driver seat just feels more comfortable. At 3700mm long, 1800mm wide and

1280mm tall, theres plenty of headroom and legroom. Room in the door pockets is limited, but thats only a minor issue. As with most electric cars, theres very little wind noise outside. However, on cold mornings theres an odd lack of air flowing over the roof. Its not a problem though, and the Peugeot does sit
particularly well. During my test, I didnt notice any vibrations at speed - but I expected some vibration on the electrically powered steering system. There wasnt much in the way of hardware to cause any vibrations - and certainly not in the steering or battery bins. Thats true: electric cars are capable of going places

where otherwise only gas-powered cars can go. Peugeot introduced the electric range in the 1990s and pushed the idea of an electric car with this model. 30 years later, Peugeot says the e-2008 can cover 195km on a single charge. The e-8 is a new model of the much more recognisable and glamorous 2008 and
while the latter draws attention, this one is less well known. It is, however, a great motoring machine on par with the more well known Citroen C-Zero, the perfect alternative to a C-Si or the new Renault Zoe. Although the e-8 is pricier than the Zoe, if you have cash to spare, this is a car you should seriously consider.

The charge time is less than half that of a Leaf and the top-up rate is around twice as fast. These are pros but the con is the battery. The battery gives us fewer driving miles. We didnt test how many miles the energy-generating machine could make, but Peugeot claims the e-2008 can do a little more than
300km.Theres just over 150 for a short urban run.
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The experience of installing and updating the Peugeot Planet for the first time has been quite good. The installation went smoothly, the installation was in a record time. And now, the work with PeugeotPlanet.com is getting started. In 2019, the e-services will be complemented by services and tools for the community,
allowing everyone to add content and contribute. Developing a reliable tool like PeugeotPlanet is not an easy task. We work very hard on the product. The ultimate goal is not only to create a tool, but to ensure that it is used every day and allows all parties to benefit. It is an ongoing process that requires us to be up

to date and to improve and refine it. The first step was to take all the ideas, which we had collected over many years, and which were created on Planet, and to check that all the key components were needed to ensure the project's success. This concept wasn't easy for all our ideas. For example, we had initially
proposed a commercial solution for a service on Planet, but we couldn't find a free solution on the market that would allow us to expand, but in the end we managed to find one, which makes us very happy. We managed to get all the ideas and concepts from Planet's development onto the new website's

(website.peugeot.com) project. We also removed the many extensions that we developed and consolidated the content into the new site. The application used in the Planet which allows the collection of traffic data is called TrafCop. It has been developed by our own IT department and will probably be the core for the
service offered through our website. 5ec8ef588b
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